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IBM AIX
Modernizing businesses with AIX on IBM
Power in the hybrid cloud era
Highlights
• Resiliency: World class high
availability, security,
performance and scale

• Modernize traditional AIX
environments with open
source toolbox

• Better cloud automation
with Ansible

• Facilitates cloud
deployments for AIX in
private or public clouds

• Enterprise AI: Running AI
inferencing and ML where
the data resides
Secure, scalable and robust open standard based UNIX operating
system

In the era of hybrid cloud, there is increased demand for
enhanced computing capabilities, flexible infrastructure,
continuous availability, and security. As companies navigate
these dynamic market conditions and develop plans to satisfy
their customers while growing their business, they require an
operating system they can rely on to adapt and grow when
needed.
To address market needs around varying consumption and
deployment models, AIX® and IBM Power are delivering
Power Hybrid Cloud, comprised of on-prem Power Private
Cloud with consumption pricing and Power Virtual Server.
IBM Power Hybrid Cloud delivers a consistent hybrid
technical architecture and commercial integration across onprem and Power.
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As IBM Power expands its portfolio to deliver value-driven offerings for the hybrid cloud era, we
remain committed to delivering a roadmap of innovation for both Power servers and AIX. The
strategic direction of AIX is to continue innovating for the needs of the AIX community today
while embracing new industry technologies and IT landscape trends for tomorrow. IBM Power
with AIX is well-positioned to meet the demands of your most crucial data and business
production workloads.
AIX 7.3
AIX 7.3 is the newest release and was designed to extend the value of the IBM Power10
servers, while also expanding on industry leading key strengths such as reliability, availability,
security, and performance that customers have relied on for the last 35 years. With continued
focus on AIX strategic initiatives including modernizing with open technology, and making sure
AIX is ready for both on-prem private cloud deployments and off-prem public cloud solutions,
AIX 7.3 will help you make sure your business is hybrid cloud ready. With the addition of the
Power10 Matrix Math Accelerators (MMA) along with the new IBM OpenXL compilers, and
Engineering and Scientific Subroutine Library (ESSL), AIX 7.3 will help you streamline your
insights and automation to get the most from your valuable business data by infusing AI
workloads into your mission critical data work stream.
Backed by the AIX Binary Compatibility Guaranty and ready to run on Power8 or later systems,
AIX 7.3 is ready with several new out-of-the-box enhancements to help you respond faster to
business demands, maximize your availability and reliability, and protect your data from core to
cloud.
Integration with Red Hat OpenShift
Customers can modernize their existing environment and develop new cloud-native applications
with Red Hat® OpenShift® Container Platform. IBM Power remains committed to supporting the
modernization of your existing applications and building new cloud-native workloads required
for transformation and business growth. Red Hat OpenShift on Power Virtual Server allows
customers to deploy highly available OpenShift clusters between containers and AIX
applications on Power Virtual Server. In addition, you can now co-locate AIX and IBM i apps
with containerized Red Hat OpenShift apps.
Enterprise AI on AIX
By bringing your own models and co-locating them with transactional workloads on AIX,
businesses can gain valuable insights from the vast amounts of valuable data already residing
on their Power servers without having to move the data off of the system. AI inferencing can
occur on an Openshift-enabled Linux VM (e.g., IBM Cloud Pak for Data) running adjacent to the
AIX-based transactional or analytical workload on the same Power server or directly on the AIX
VM with models generated from products such as H2o Driverless AI.
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Automation with Ansible
Manage your entire hybrid cloud datacenter with a single interface using Ansible modules built
for AIX. Red Hat Ansible Certified Content for IBM Power helps you manage workloads on Power
infrastructure as part of your wider enterprise automation strategy through the Red Hat Ansible
Automation Platform ecosystem.
Red Hat Ansible Automation also helps address the AIX skills gap, since admins can leverage
their existing Ansible skills to automate these environments. Lastly, customers can take
advantage of additional community provided open-source Ansible modules in Ansible Galaxy
(that is, no enterprise support available) to automate hybrid cloud operations on IBM Power.
With Ansible, you can manage your IBM Power servers easily with consistent tools, processes,
and skills.
Security
Security remains a top concern for many IT executives. AIX 7.3 includes new security features
to further protect our customers from core to cloud. A new password algorithm and defaults for
stronger password security is not included “out-of-the-box”. New IP security (IKEV2, NAT-T) in
AIX 7.3 protects data in motion. Finally, AIX leverages on-chip acceleration for logical volume
encryption of rootvg.
IBM Power Enterprise Cloud Editions
More and more customers are taking advantage of the full portfolio that IBM Power offers to
deliver all the IT capabilities they need across their datacenter. AIX is available as a standalone
operating system or can be bundled with additional products in the Power software portfolio
through the Enterprise Edition or Enterprise Cloud Edition which deliver a ready-to-deploy
private cloud infrastructure and replace the need to purchase individual software components.
AIX roadmap beyond 2035
IBM remains committed to AIX and Power, beginning with our long-term roadmap
to continue delivering high levels of performance, reliability, and security alongside
new technical innovations and modernizations. In 4Q21, AIX 7.3 will bring enhanced
capabilities that deliver the resiliency, security and scale needed to get your IT environment
hybrid cloud ready. The long-term Power processor roadmap is a key element in the AIX
ecosystem investment protection story. IBM unveiled the next-generation Power10 processor
at the Hot Chips industry event in 2020 and introduced the first Power10 server, the Power
E1080 in September 2021. Power10 delivers compelling value to AIX customers around
increased capacity, energy efficiency, security, and enterprise AI.
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AIX release roadmap

AIX compatibility modes
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Why IBM?

For more information

For over a century, IBM has pioneered
technologies and provided services that help
companies manage and mine their valuable
business data. In addition, IBM Power
Systems are trusted by 93 percent of the
Fortune 100. Further, every one of the top 10
banking firms have Power Systems, as do 80
percent of the top insurance and retail
companies.

To learn more about IBM AIX, please contact
your IBM representative or IBM Business
Partner, or visit the following website:
https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/powe
r/os/aix

Next steps
Learn more and get started on your
upgrade journey to Power10 and IBM AIX
7.3
Bridge to and extend your IBM AIX
workloads to the cloud
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